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Hi-Vis Reflective Mesh Safety Vest

	∥ Style	#	VC01
	∥ 100%		Polyester	mesh	material
	∥ 	Hook	&	loop	closure
	∥ 	Sewn-on	2”	high	performance		reflective			
tape	
	∥ 	Side	elastic	band	to	adjust	the	size

Hi-Vis Reflective Safety Vest

	∥ Style	#	VC02
	∥ 100%	Polyester
	∥ Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective	
tape
	∥ Hook	&	loop	closure

X-Back Hi-Vis Safety Vest

	∥ Style	#	VC03
	∥ 100%	Polyester
	∥ Ultra-lightweight	material
	∥ Zipper	front	closure
	∥ Left	chest	patch	pocket	with	flap	
	∥ Front:	2	horizontal	reflective	tapes	and	2	
vertical	reflective	tapes
	∥ Back:	2	horizontal	reflective	tapes	and	a	
reflective	X
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Hi-Vis Reflective Geological Vest

	∥ 	Style	#	VC04
	∥ 100%	Polyester
	∥ 	Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Left	and	right	chest	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ 	2	Lower	zipper	cargo	pockets
	∥ 	1	Large	back	map	pocket	
	∥ 	Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective	

Hi-Vis Reflective Geological Vest

	∥ 	Style	#	VC05
	∥ 100%	Polyester	,mesh	lining
	∥ 	Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Left	and	right	chest	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ 	4	Lower	pockets	outside	of	front	with	
zipper	closure
	∥ 	Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective	

Hi-Vis Reflective Geological Vest

	∥ 	Style	#	VC06
	∥ 	100%	Polyester	
	∥ 	Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Left	chest	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ 	Right	chest	pocket	with	gusset	,1	zipper	
patch	pocket
	∥ 	4	Lower	pockets	outside	of	front	with	
zipper	closure
	∥ 	Adjustable	webbing	on	both	sides	
	∥ 	Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective	
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Hi-Vis Reflective Surveyor Vest

	∥ Style	#	VC08
	∥ 100%	Polyester
	∥ Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ Left	chest	a	large	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ Right	chest	one	patch	pocket	with	flap	,	
one	walkie-talkie	pocket	with	hook	&	loop	
closure
	∥ 2	Lower	large	patch	pocket
	∥ The	black	panel	on	the	bottom	is	more	
resistant	to	dirt
	∥ Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective

Hi-Vis Geology Miner Safty Vest

	∥ 	Style	#	VC09
	∥ 	Polyester	solid	with	foam	mesh
	∥ 	Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Left	and	right	chest	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ 	4	lower	pockets	in	2-tier	design,one	with	
zipper	closure	and	the	other	is	velcro	
closure,2	upper	pockets	with	flap
	∥ Two	large	side	zipper	pockets	on	the	back
	∥ Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective
	∥ 	EN	20471	class	1	compliant

Hi-Vis Reflective Geological Vest

	∥ 	Style	#	VC07
	∥ 	100%	Polyester	,mesh	lining
	∥ 	Durable	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Left	chest	a	large	patch	pocket	with	flap
	∥ 	Right	chest	one	large	zipper	patch	pocket	
,	one	walkie-talkie	pocket,	and	one	pen	
pocket
	∥ 	6	Lower	pockets	outside	of	front	with	
zipper	closure
	∥ 	Adjustable	webbing	on	both	sides	
	∥ 	Sewn-on	2”	high	performance	reflective
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Hi-Vis Reflective Long Sleeve Polo Shirt

	∥ 	Style	#	TC02
	∥ 	Breathable	polyester	fabric
	∥ 	Three-button	placket	for	smart,	comfortable	
fit
	∥ 	Knitted	collar	and	ribbed	cuffs
	∥ 	2”	wide	reflective	tape	on	chest,	waist,	
sleeves	and	back	for	high	visibility

Hi-Vis Reflective Long Sleeve T-Shirt

	∥ 	Style	#	TC01
	∥ 	Polyester	microfiber	fabric,quick	dry
	∥ 	UPF	25	sun	protection	for	outdoor	work
	∥ 	Ribbed	cuffs
	∥ 	2”	wide	reflective	tape	on	chest,	waist,	
sleeves	and	back	for	high	visibility
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High Visibility Fleece Hoodie Sweatshirt

	∥ 	Style	#	SC01
	∥ 	Polyester	fleece,fluorescent	color	
	∥ 	Right	chest	zipper	pocket	
	∥ 	Can	be	orange	or	yellow
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure
	∥ 	Elastic	cuffs	
	∥ 2”wide	reflective	tape	on	chest,	waist,	
sleeves	and	back	for	high	visibility

Hi-Vis Waterproof  Jacket

	∥ 	Style	#	SC02
	∥ 	300D	Oxford	with	PU	coating
	∥ 	Fleece	inner	lining
	∥ 	Left	and	right	chest	zipper	pocket	
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure	with	flap
	∥ 	Adjustable	cutff	with	placket	and	Velcro
	∥ 2	Lower	pockets
	∥ 2”wide	reflective	tape	on	chest,	waist,	
sleeves	and	back	for	high	visibility
	∥ The	black	panel	on	the	bottom	is	more	
resistant	to	dirt
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Hi-Vis Waterproof Jacket

	∥ 	Style	#	SC04
	∥ 	300D	Oxford	with	PU	coating
	∥ 	Fleece	inner	lining
	∥ 	Right	chest	zipper	pocket	
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure	with	flap
	∥ 	Adjustable	cutff	with	placket	and	Velcro
	∥ 	Elastic	waistband
	∥ Multiple	pockets	with	flap	and	Velcro	
fastening	system
	∥ 2”	wide	reflective	tape	on	chest,	waist,	
sleeves	and	back	for	high	visibility

Hi-Vis Reflective Waterproof Jacket

	∥ 	Style	#	SC03
	∥ 	Waterproof	material
	∥ 	Left	and	right	chest	zipper	pocket	
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure	with	flap
	∥ 	Adjustable	cuff	with	placket	and	Velcro
	∥ Heat-sealed	reflective	tape	around	body,	
sleeves	and	on	shoulders
	∥ The	black	panel	on	the	bottom	is	more	
resistant	to	dirt
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Hi-Vis Reflective Hard Hat Sun Shield

	∥ 	Style	#	AC01
	∥ 	100%	polyester	tricot
	∥ 	Hook	&	loop	closure
	∥ 	2”	Silver	reflective	tape	with	contrasting	
trim
	∥ 	Elastic	band	to	fit	over	most	hard	hats

Hi Vis Rainwear Pants

	∥ 	Style	#	PC01
	∥ 	Polyester	oxford,waterproof
	∥ 	One	pocket	with	flap	at	left	side,2	slanted	
pockets	at	waist
	∥ 	2”	sewn-on	high	performance	reflective	
tape	
	∥ The	black	panel	on	the	bottom	is	more	
resistant	to	dirt

Hi Vis Rainwear Pants

	∥ 	Style	#	PC02
	∥ 	100%	Polyester	Oxford	300D	with	PU	
backing
	∥ 	One	pocket	with	zipper	at	left	side,2	slanted	
pockets	at	waist
	∥ 	2”	sewn-on	high	performance	reflective	
tape	
	∥ The	black	panel	is	more	resistant	to	dirt
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Hi-Vis Two-piece Rain Suit

	∥ 	Style	#	PC03
	∥ 		300D	Oxford	with	PU	coating
	∥ 	2”	sewn-on	high	performance	reflective	
tape	
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure	with	flap
	∥ 	Underarm	and	back	ventilation
	∥ 	Includes	storage	and	transport	bag
	∥ 	Adjustable	cuffs	and	ankles

Hi-Vis Safety Coverall
	
	∥ 	Style	#	PC04
	∥ 	100%	Polyester
	∥ 	2”	sewn-on	high	performance	reflective	
tape	
	∥ 	Front	zipper	closure	with	flap
	∥ 	Elastic	waist	in	the	back
	∥ 	Adjustable	cuffs	and	ankles
	∥ 	Left	and	chest	large	patch	pockets	with	
zipper	closure
	∥ 2	Slanted	pockets	at	waist,2	patch	pockes	at	
the	hip
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